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Abstract. The method based on local features has an advantage that
the important local motion feature is represented as bag-of-features, but
lacks the location information. Additionally, in order to employ an ap-
proach based on bag-of-features, language models represented by pLSA
and LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) have to be applied to. These are
unsupervised learning, but they require the number of latent topics to be
set manually. In this study, in order to perform the LDA without spec-
ifying the number of the latent topics, and also to deal with multiple
words concurrently, we propose unsupervised Multiple Instances Hierar-
chical Dirichlet Process MI-HDP-LDA by employing the local informa-
tion concurrently. The proposed method, unsupervised MI-HDP-LDA,
was evaluated for Weizmann dataset. The average recognition rate by
LDA as conventional method was 61.8% and by the proposed method it
was 73.7%, resulting in 11.9 points improvement.

Key words: Motion, location, action recognition, LDA, HDP, HDP-
LDA

1 Introduction

Human action recognition is a challenging problem in computer vision. It can
be applied to many applications such as surveillance, scene understanding, care
monitoring, sport analysis, etc. In fact, for computers to support human works,
they need to understand the human activities, so that human actions, the prim-
itive units of human activities, become important information.

A lot of work has been done in recognizing human actions. Bobick[1] used
motion energy images (MEI) and motion history images (MHI). Those shape de-
scriptors represented information of human motion –“where” and “how”. Grund-
mann[2] used 3D shape context extended into a temporal dimension. That
method represented a human action as a histogram of 3D points by sampling
shape of silhouette. Additionally, it increased the sampling density in the domain
of fast moving body parts. Efros[3] used optical flow field for human figures at
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each frame. Their methods presented the human body as a whole to understand
human actions as concatenation of motion and pose.

In contrast to the above methods, local motion approaches represent human
action as a set of distinguished local motion features. Laptev[4] proposed space-
time interest points using Harris operator extended into temporal and adapted
scale. Dollár[5] proposed cuboid with local motion descriptor at interest point
detected using separable linear filters. Scovanner[6] used 3D SIFT descriptor
extended into a temporal dimension for these interest point. These approaches
are effective to characterize distinguished local motion included in the action.
Moreover, since these features can be represented as a histogram, language mod-
els with unsupervised learning can be applied to the features. These approaches
are called bag-of-words and the features obtained as a result are called word.
Niebles[7] classified actions by applying pLSA that is one of the language mod-
els, and Wang[8] used Semi-LDA.

However, local motion approaches do not take the location information into
consideration. Moreover, bag-of-words approach using language model requires
the number of latent topics, corresponding to action classes, to be set manually.
In this study, in order to perform the LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) without
specifying the number, and also to deal with multiple words concurrently in an
unsupervised manner, we propose unsupervised Multiple Instances Hierarchical
Dirichlet Process MI-HDP-LDA. MI-HDP-LDA is the model capable of gener-
ating words from the latent topics. Hence it can provide co-occurrence of words
occurring simultaneously. Moreover, it can estimate the number of latent topics
automatically by using Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes(HDP).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, our basic idea is de-
scribed and in section 3, motion feature and location information are described.
In section 4, Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes - Latent Dirichlet Allocation (HDP-
LDA) is briefly described. In section 5, MI-HDP-LDA is proposed to deal with
features occurring concurrently. In section 6, the experimental result is described
for Weizmann dataset introduced in [9] to evaluate our algorithm. Section 7 is
for conclusion of this paper.

2 Basic Idea

Our study is motivated by the conventional approaches which extract local fea-
tures by detecting interest points. Our basic idea is to extract various types of
information at interest points such as motion feature, location information and
limbs parts, etc for understanding human actions.

This paper regards the motion in terms of information “where” and “how”.
For “where”, the relative position in human region is used as location word
and for “how”, the motion feature is used as motion word at the interest point.
Niebles[7] method is employed as interest point detection algorithm and motion
descriptor.
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3 Features

In this section, we describe briefly the motion feature proposed by Dollár[5] and
location information representing “where”.

3.1 Motion Feature

Assuming a stationary camera or a process that can account for camera motion,
separable linear filters are applied to the video to obtain the response function
as follows,

R(x, y) =
(
I(x, y) ∗ g(x, y;σ) ∗ hev(t; τ, ω)

)2

+
(
I(x, y) ∗ g(x, y;σ) ∗ hod(t; τ, ω)

)2

,

(1)

where g(x, y;σ) is a 2D Gaussian smoothing kernel, applied only along the spatial
dimensions, and hev and hod are a quadrature pair of 1D Gabor filters applied
temporally, which are defined as follows,

hev(t; τ, ω) = − cos(2πtω)e−
t2

τ2 ,

hod(t; τ, ω) = − sin(2πtω)e−
t2

τ2 .
(2)

The two parameters σ and τ correspond to the spatial and temporal scales of
the filters respectively. To make the response function effective, ω = 4/τ was
employed.

This function detects any regions where complex motion is caused spatially.
In fact, a region with complex motion can induce a strong response, but a re-
gion with simple translational motion will not induce a strong response. The
spatial-temporal interest points are extracted around the local maxima of the
response function. At each interest point, a spatial-temporal cube is extracted
that contains the output of the response function. Its size is approximately six
times the spatial and temporal scales along each dimension. To obtain a mo-
tion descriptor, the brightness gradients are computed at all the pixels in the
cube and are concatenated to form a vector. Then PCA is applied to reduce the
dimensionality of the descriptors.

In order to obtain the cluster prototypes, a k-means algorithm is applied to
the descriptors. Then each descriptor is assigned a descriptor type by mapping
it to the prototype. Therefore a collection of descriptors included in a video
is represented as a histogram of the descriptor types. The descriptor types are
called motion words.

3.2 Location Information

As shown in Fig.1, the human rectangle region is divided into N ×M blocks.
Each block indicates a relative position within a human rectangle region. The
extremities of the motion such as arm and foot movement are extracted as the
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M

N

(a)

A word occurredin sub-region 1 1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9

(b)

Fig. 1. (a)Human rectangle region is split into N × M blocks. (b)A motion word en-
closed in orange circle also has a location word occurred in sub-region 1. This indicates
that these words occurred at the interest point have motion feature and location infor-
mation concurrently.

interest points and therefore they have two kinds of information, namely, mo-
tion feature and location information. The person detection is done manually
in the experiment to exclude the detection errors, but it will be automatically
performed by frame subtraction.

4 Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes - Latent Dirichlet
Allocation

H
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of HDP-LDA model and MI-HDP-LDA model．

Our model is based on Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes - Latent Dirichlet Al-
location (HDP-LDA) [10]. HDP-LDA is extended from LDA[11] by using mul-
tiple DPs. In contrast to LDA with a finite mixture model, HDP-LDA is an
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infinite mixture model sharing topics across multiple DPs given an underlying
base measure H. The graphical model of HDP-LDA is depicted in Fig.2 left.

Suppose we are given a collection D of video clips {1, · · · , j, · · · , J}. Video
clip j has a collection of words {xj1, · · · , xji, · · · , xjI} as described in the previ-
ous section, where xji is the i-th word in video clip j.

The global measure G0 has a probability distribution decided by Dirichlet
process(DP)[12] with concentration parameter γ and base probability measure
H as follows,

G0 | γ,H ∼ DP(γ,H). (3)

DP is a process that a random probability measure is distributed as a Dirich-
let distribution with concentration parameter and base probability measure. The
random probability measure Gj for designated video clip j has a distribution
decided by a Dirichlet process with concentration parameter α0 and base prob-
ability measure G0 under conditional independence given G0,

Gj | α0, G0 ∼ DP(α0, G0). (4)

Such hierarchical process of distributing a probability measure is Hierarchical
Dirichlet Processes. For each video clip j, let θj1, θj2, · · · be independent and
identically distributed random variables sampled from Gj . Each θji is a topic
corresponding to a single word xji. The likelihood is given by:

θji | Gj ∼ Gj (5)
xji | θji ∼ F (θji), (6)

where F (θji) denotes the probability distribution of the observation xji given θji.
Words are generated independently and distributed identically from the selected
topic.

5 Multiple Instances HDP-LDA

HDP-LDA model generates a single word xji from the corresponding topic θji,
but not the multiple instances of the word concurrently such as motion word
and location word. To solve this problem, we propose Multiple Instances HDP-
LDA(MI-HDP-LDA) that allows multiple concurrent instances of the word.

MI-HDP-LDA can generate multiple instances xji = {x1
ji, · · · , xS

ji} of the
word from latent topic θji. Each instances xs

ji is generated as follows,

xs
ji | θji ∼ Fs(θji), (7)

where Fs(·) is the distribution of xs
ji given the latent topic θji. Here S indicates

the number of instances of the word i such as motion word and location word
in the video clip j.

Next, we describe the Gibbs sampling scheme for MI-HDP-LDA in CRF (Chi-
nese Restaurant Franchise) representation[10]. Basic scheme is exactly similar to
HDP-LDA except it obtains the likelihood of generating xji.
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The variable xji is multiple instances of word i observed concurrently, so
that xji is a vector with the size of S. Each xji is assumed to be generated
based on a distribution F (θji). Let the factor θji be associated with the table
tji in CRF, i.e., let θji = ψjtji . The random variable ψjt is a topic kjt; i.e.,
ψjt = ϕkjt . The prior over the parameters ϕk is H. Let zji = kjtji denote the
topic associated with the observation xji. We use the notation njtk to denote
the number of customers in restaurant j at table t eating dish k, while mjk

denotes the number of tables in restaurant j serving dish k. Marginal counts are
represented with dots.

Let x = {xji : all j, i}，xjt = {xji : all i with tji = t}，t = {tji : all j, i}，
k = {kjt : all j, t}，z = {zji : all j, i}，m = {mjk : all j, k}，ϕ = {ϕ1, · · · , ϕK}.
When a superscript is attached to a set of variables or a count, e.g., x−ji,k−jt

or n−ji
jt· , this means that the variable corresponding to the superscripted index

is removed from the set or from the calculation of the count.

Sampling t. The probability that tji takes on a previously used value t or
new value tnew is given as follows;

p(xji|t−ji, tji = tnew,k) =
K∑

k=1

m·k

m·· + γ
f
−xji

k (xji) +
γ

m·· + γ
f
−xji

knew (xji) (8)

f
−xji

k (xji) =
∫ S∏

s=1

Fs(xs
ji|ϕk)h(ϕk)dϕk (9)

f
−xji

knew (xji) =
∫ S∏

s=1

Fs(xs
ji|ϕknew)h(ϕknew)dϕknew (10)

where h(ϕknew) is probability density function of the base probability measure
H. The conditional distribution of tji is then obtained as follows;

p(tji =t|t−ji,k) ∝

{
n−ji

jt· f
−xji

kjt
(xji) if t is previously used,

α0f
−xji

knew (xji) if t = tnew.
(11)

If the sampled value of tji is tnew, we obtain a sample of kjtnew according to the
following probability:

p(kjtnew =k|t,k−jtnew
) ∝

{
m·kf

−xji

k (xji) if k is previously used,
γf

−xji

knew (xji) if k = knew.
(12)

Sampling k. Since kjt actually changes the component membership of all
data items in table t, the likelihood obtained by setting kjt = k is given by
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f
−xjt

k (xjt), so that the conditional probability of kjt is obtained as follows;

p(kjt =k|t,k−jt) ∝

{
m−jt

·k f
−xjt

k (xjt) if k is previously used,
γf

−xjt

knew (xjt) if k = knew,
(13)

f
−xjt

k (xjt) =
∏

i:tji=t

∫ S∏
s=1

Fs(xs
ji|ϕk)h(ϕk)dϕk, (14)

f
−xjt

knew (xjt) =
∏

i:tji=t

∫ S∏
s=1

Fs(xs
ji|ϕknew)h(ϕknew)dϕknew . (15)

In recognition, topics of each xji are calculated using Gibbs sampling with
F (θ) obtained in learning. Given a test video j′ and words xj′i, the corresponding
topic θj′i is computed and the topic histogram of test video j′ is obtained as
follows,

hist(θ)+ = θj′i, (16)
k = max(hist(θ)). (17)

An action label recognized for test video j′ is the maximization topic k of
the histogram.

6 Experiments

The proposed method was evaluated for Weizmann dataset which includes 10
motion classes such as jump, run, ship and walk. The total number of movies
included in the database was 92. We employed leave-one-out cross validation
as evaluation method. The following four experiments were conducted for the
evaluation.

– Exp. 1: motion + LDA
• LDA was evaluated using only motion word as a baseline method.

– Exp. 2: motion + HDP-LDA
• HDP-LDA was evaluated using only motion word for comparison with

Exp.1.
– Exp. 3: motion + loation + HDP-LDA

• HDP-LDA was evaluated using motion word and location word to com-
pare it with MI-HDP-LDA.

– Exp. 4: motion + loation + MI-HDP-LDA
• The proposed method was evaluated using motion word and location

word.

At first, LDA was evaluated using motion word as a baseline. Though LDA
generates the prior distribution by using the Dirichlet distribution as well as
HDP-LDA, it can not estimate the number of latent topics automatically as
HDP can do.
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In the motion word parameters, cuboid size was 15×15×15 and codebook size
was 1000. In the location word, the number of blocks in human region size was
10×13. The response parameter τ was set to 5 and PCA reduced the dimension
to 779. The number of the latent topics was set to 10 manually for LDA.

As a result of the experiment 1, the recognition rate was 61.8% and the confu-
sion matrix is shown in Fig.4(a). It recognized the motions of bend, jack, pjump
and wave1 excellently, but the motions of jump, side and skip were considerably
confused. The reason of the confusion will be attributed to their similar move-
ments of the body except for the legs. The motions of wave1 and wave2 had
been learned as the same action class by unsupervised LDA without location
information, because the subject waves right hand only in the motion wave1
and waves both hands in the motion wave2. Therefore it classified them into the
same action class in the recognition.

As a result of the experiment 2, the recognition rate was 64.9% and the con-
fusion matrix is shown in Fig.4(b). The average number of classes automatically
estimated was 16.33. It recognized bend and jack, etc. excellently, but the motion
of Jump and wave2 was confused as experiment 1.

As a result of the experiment 3, the recognition rate was 64.0% and the
confusion matrix is shown in Fig.4(c). The average number of classes estimated
was 14.33. This experiment was carried out using both the motion words and
the location words for HDP-LDA. In this experiment, it was assumed that the
both words were not concurrently occurred but were independently generated,
and the word of the location information was simply added. This experiment was
carried out to compare with MI-HDP-LDA in terms of information concurrency.
The same likelihood Fs(θ) was used for the same word in HDP-LDA and MI-
HDP-LDA.

Finally, experiment 4 was carried out for MI-HDP-LDA using both the mo-
tion words and the location words. The recognition rate was improved up to the
highest score 73.7%. The average number of topics estimated was 15.78. The con-
fusion matrix is shown in Fig.4(d). Especially, in unsupervised MI-HDP-LDA,
wave1 and wave2 were automatically learned as different motion owing to lo-
cation information of the motion, therefore they were classified into different
motion classes in the recognition.

11 13 16 18 20

54321Number o
f Samples

Number of topics
Fig. 3. Number of topics in experiment 4 (MI-HDP-LDA)．
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0.00 1.00 wave2 1.00 wave1 0.70 0.10 0.20 walk 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.30 skip 0.44 0.45 0.11 side 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.50 run 1.00 pjump 0.11 0.22 0.33 0.11 0.23 jump 1.00 jack 1.00 bend wave2wave1walkskipsiderunpjumpjumpjackbend

0.00 1.00 wave2 1.00 wave1 0.70 0.10 0.20 walk 0.20 0.30 0.20 0.30 skip 0.44 0.45 0.11 side 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.50 run 1.00 pjump 0.11 0.22 0.33 0.11 0.23 jump 1.00 jack 1.00 bend wave2wave1walkskipsiderunpjumpjumpjackbend

(a)exp. 1

0.13 0.88 wave2 1.00 wave1 0.50 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.20 walk 0.60 0.20 0.20 skip 0.11 0.89 side 0.20 0.10 0.60 0.10 run 0.78 0.22 pjump 0.22 0.22 0.33 0.22 jump 0.11 0.11 0.78 jack 1.00 bend wave2wave1walkskipsiderunpjumpjumpjackbend

0.13 0.88 wave2 1.00 wave1 0.50 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.20 walk 0.60 0.20 0.20 skip 0.11 0.89 side 0.20 0.10 0.60 0.10 run 0.78 0.22 pjump 0.22 0.22 0.33 0.22 jump 0.11 0.11 0.78 jack 1.00 bend wave2wave1walkskipsiderunpjumpjumpjackbend

(b)exp. 2

0.12 0.88 wave2 0.11 0.89 wave1 0.50 0.10 0.20 0.10 0.10 walk 0.10 0.50 0.10 0.30 skip 0.22 0.78 side 0.20 0.10 0.60 0.10 run 0.11 0.89 pjump 0.33 0.22 0.11 0.22 0.12 jump 1.00 jack 1.00 bend wave2wave1walkskipsiderunpjumpjumpjackbend

0.12 0.88 wave2 0.11 0.89 wave1 0.50 0.10 0.20 0.10 0.10 walk 0.10 0.50 0.10 0.30 skip 0.22 0.78 side 0.20 0.10 0.60 0.10 run 0.11 0.89 pjump 0.33 0.22 0.11 0.22 0.12 jump 1.00 jack 1.00 bend wave2wave1walkskipsiderunpjumpjumpjackbend

(c)exp. 3

0.88 0.12 wave2 0.11 0.89 wave1 0.50 0.30 0.20 walk 0.60 0.40 skip 0.22 0.78 side 0.40 0.50 0.10 run 0.89 0.11 pjump 0.33 0.11 0.22 0.34 jump 1.00 jack 1.00 bend wave2wave1walkskipsiderunpjumpjumpjackbend

0.88 0.12 wave2 0.11 0.89 wave1 0.50 0.30 0.20 walk 0.60 0.40 skip 0.22 0.78 side 0.40 0.50 0.10 run 0.89 0.11 pjump 0.33 0.11 0.22 0.34 jump 1.00 jack 1.00 bend wave2wave1walkskipsiderunpjumpjumpjackbend

(d)exp. 4

Fig. 4. Confusion matrices computed in respective experiment for Weizmann
Dataset(%).

Next, the number of latent topics estimated by HDP is described. There were
about 15 latent topics at average with some variation over the experiment 2, 3
and 4. Fig.3 shows the number of topics sampled in experiment 4.

Weizmann Dataset has two kinds of motions in jump, run, side, skip and
walk: motions toward right or left directions. If these actions are separately
counted, the number of actions included in Weizmann Dataset becomes 15.

It can be confirmed that the extended number of actions 15 almost coincides
with the number of latent topics estimated in the experiment. The number of
latent topics is the number of mixtures with the highest likelihood and estimated
through the experiment, depending on the training data.
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7 Conclusion

In this paper, a new unsupervised learning method MI-HDP-LDA has been
proposed to deal with motion feature and location information concurrently
in the motion recognition task. This method can also estimate the number of
latent topics included in the training data automatically owing to the HDP
(Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes).

In the experiments of motion learning and recognition for Weismann Dataset,
LDA showed 61.8% recognition rate using only motion information. The pro-
posed MI-HDP-LDA achieved 73.7% recognition rate, resulting in 11.9 points
improvement.

Future work will be the incorporation of the various information such as
”what” in addition to ”where” and ”how” which this paper pays attention to.
Pose information of the limbs will be also important in learning and recognizing
of the motion.
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